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ABSTRACT

Many VR-based medical purposes applications have been developed to help patients with mobility decrease caused by accidents, diseases, or other injuries to do physical treatment efficiently. VR-based applications were considered more effective helper for individual physical treatment because of their low-cost equipment and flexibility in time and space, less assistance of a physical therapist. A challenge in developing a VR-based physical treatment was understanding the body part movement accurately and quickly. We proposed a robust pipeline to understanding hand motion accurately.

We retrieved our data from movement sensors such as HTC vive and leap motion. Given a sequence position of palm, we represent our data as binary 2D images of gesture shape. Our dataset consisted of 14 kinds of hand gestures recommended by a physiotherapist. Given 33 3D points that were mapped into binary images as input, we trained our proposed density-based CNN. Our CNN model concerned with our input characteristics, having many 'blank block pixels', 'single-pixel thickness' shape and generated as a binary image. Pyramid kernel size applied on the feature extraction part and classification layer using softmax as loss function, have given 97.7% accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Until recently, hand gesture recognition has been developed for various purposes, such as sign language understanding [1-5], Human-Computer Interaction [6], virtual environment interaction [4, 7-9] and controlling using robot [10-12]. Some applications using hand gestures as navigators to walk through a virtual environment [7, 8], virtual keyboard, controller appliances or device inside a certain space [10-12], controller robot surgery and used in medical purposes application such as physical treatment [6].

By taking advantage of current virtual reality (VR) technologies development, many applications that enhance human life, including medical purposes application, have been developed as well [13-15]. Usually, after injury and after stroke patients need physical treatment such as hand and leg motion exercises. On the other hand, VR technologies provide a powerful human-interface interaction [14-15] and audiovisual feedback simulation [13, 15], allow creating new exercises easily and setting the virtual environment flexibly [13, 15-16]. Some researches proved that therapies supported by VR technologies can improve
mobility [16-19] and VR interface can simulate the brain better [14]. Even though the first generation of VR sensory devices considered a lack of haptic feedback [18], nowadays, many companies promise fast, accurate and powerful devices [19]. Moreover, VR devices are considered low-cost devices [13, 17] and rich data collection retriever [15-16].

In physical therapy, therapists will design several specific patterns of motion should be exercised by the patient. VR-based physical rehabilitation equipped with motion sensor(s) to sense hand or leg motion performed by a patient. The application needs to find out if the motion is in accordance with the designed pattern of motion [14]. The result of checking the correct gesture will be a response toward the virtual environment [13, 15]. There are two kinds of motion sensors, wearable sensors and camera-based sensors. In case using a camera-based sensor, from frames captured over time, the displacement of human joints position will be considered as human motion [9-11, 20-24]. Motion with certain patterns will be understood as a gesture.

Generally, hand gestures will be categorized as hand pose, hand sequence of movement or hand trajectory, and hand continuous movement [2, 3, 6, 9]. A hand pose is considerably simple, easy to be captured and recognized but not many poses can be represented using one hand or double hand without ambiguity [1, 6-8, 10, 12]. Trajectory gesture consists of several different poses to represent a whole gesture while in continuous gesture, poses and displacement positions or just one joint movement are considered one single gesture. However, trajectory and continuous movement consist of several poses, direction and orientation changing [3, 5, 6, 9, 11, 20]. Since no duration limitation in performing a gesture, it needs duration normalization. Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW) [25] or define a fix data sampling [9] can be used as solutions for the duration problem.

Various techniques have been developed based on what kind of gesture to recognize and what kind of data got from the sensor. Color-based recognizing hand pose try to understand hand’ shape, curvature between fingers or how many fingers opened [6, 10, 12]. Color-based data allows a little number of hand motion gestures, such as swap to left or right, push and pull hand [4, 7, 8, 10]. Such gestures can be used to navigate avatars in a virtual environment [4, 7, 8] or control devices inside a room [10-12]. However, to recognize hand movement, color-based data is not enough. It needs depth information to extract a feature vector from the palm area. Yang used HMM [26], Molchanov used HOG [11], some others used spatio-temporal feature [20, 23, 27-29] and others used motion feature [9, 24, 30]. Yet, to recognize more various hand motion gestures, skeleton-based data is better [3, 22, 24, 28]. Using information of all joints’ position in a human’s hand, palm direction, orientation, rotation while moving can be calculated. The matter in recognizing hand movement is determining the begin-end of a gesture and transform the length-variant data into a uniform fix-length vector. De Smedt used fisher vector to represent vectors between 22 joints in hand and hand rotation [3], Lu used palm direction and fingertip angle as feature [5], Yang used tangential angular change over keyframes as feature [26]. Liu used palm’s displacement information over frames as feature [28] and others took a series of palm position from several frames as 3D data cloud [29, 30].

Using camera-based sensors, such as leap motion and HTC Vive, we face some challenges including various time duration and various orientation and direction performing each gesture. Some users perform a gesture faster, the others slower. The second challenge, users don’t always position their hand facing the camera. To overcome the ununiform time duration problem, we adopted Ye and Cheng’s idea, sampling a distinct number of points from each whole hand movement tracking [9, 25]. From all 3D points are tracked during a gesture performance, we sample 33 points uniformly. Those 33 points will represent our whole single gesture [9]. Various orientation and direction will be estimated using computer graphics approach.

To answer the need for accurate and real-time response physical treatment application, our research proposed a pipeline to sense and track hand gestures using hand movement sensor and to understand what kind of the performed gesture accurately and quickly. In order to gain a robust hand gesture classification application, we transformed each gesture into binary images and train them using our proposed density-based CNN.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

We propose a pipeline contains two main phases, image of gesture registration and gesture classification as shown in Figure 1.

2.1. Dataset

For our dataset, we collected 14 kinds of gestures designed by a physiotherapist as seen in Figure 2. These gestures are designed to help patients improving their movement ability gradually. Started from one turn rigid movement, continue to more than one movement. For advanced treatment, patients will try to follow a smooth movement, simple and then more complex.
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All our gestures consist of one single stroke, a continuous movement. Each gesture is unique, with no similarity shape with 90° left or right rotation. We use the MNIST dataset style, small image 28x28 pixels, centered, black background with white foreground, preserved the gesture shape ratio [31]. Our pipeline will generate a frontal 2D binary image. It means the shape will not be skewed. Palm position toward finger’s tip position as orientation and palm position toward the user’s eye as direction. We use small resolution images because our gesture shape has ‘one-pixel thickness’ and sparse (has many ‘blank pixel block’ on the background part). Based on these conditions, enlarging the image resolution wouldn’t give more detail information.

![Figure 1. Two stages of gesture recognition pipeline](image)

![Figure 2. Designed gesture list](image)

### 2.2. Phase 1: Image Registration of Gesture Shape

Given 33 3D points in the XYZ coordinate, transformation matrix UVN should be calculated to find the fittest plane to those 3D points. N axis is direction, V axis is orientation. First, normal plane or N can be obtained by applying Linear Least Square and Cramer’s rule [32]. Given plane equation \( ax + by + cz + d = 0 \), assuming the \( z \) component is always one, the equation becomes \( ax + by + d = -cz \). The matrix of all plane equations got from \( N \) points is shown in (1):

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
    a_1 & b_1 & -c_1 & -d_1 \\
    a_2 & b_2 & -c_2 & -d_2 \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
    a_{33} & b_{33} & -c_{33} & -d_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    x_1 & y_1 & 1 \\
    x_2 & y_2 & 1 \\
    \vdots \\
    x_n & y_n & 1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    a \\
    b \\
    d
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    -z_1 \\
    -z_2 \\
    \vdots \\
    -z_n
\end{bmatrix}
\] (1)

Applying linear least squares on (1), it will get (2).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    \sum x_i x_i & \sum x_i y_i & \sum x_i \\
    \sum y_i x_i & \sum y_i y_i & \sum y_i \\
    \sum x_i & \sum y_i & n
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    a \\
    b \\
    d
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    -\sum x_i z_i \\
    -\sum y_i z_i \\
    \sum z_i
\end{bmatrix}
\] (2)

Calculating the centroid and subtracting all 3D points with the centroid, x, y and z coordinate in (2) are defined relative to the centroid. Then (2) can be simplified become (3).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    \sum x_i x_i & \sum x_i y_i & 0 \\
    \sum y_i x_i & \sum y_i y_i & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & N
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    a \\
    b \\
    d
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    -\sum x_i z_i \\
    -\sum y_i z_i \\
    0
\end{bmatrix}
\] (3)

If the plane is arranged to be through the origin <0,0,0>, then one dimension in (3) can be removed, which relates to d. Apply Cramer’s rule on that removed dimension matrix gives some linear (4-6). Assuming axis z is removed, normal plane (N axis) will be (7).

\[
\text{det} = \Sigma xx \ast \Sigma yy - \Sigma xy \ast \Sigma xy
\] (4)

\[
a = (\Sigma yz \ast \Sigma xy - \Sigma xz \ast \Sigma yy)/\text{det}
\] (5)

\[
b = (\Sigma xy \ast \Sigma xz - \Sigma xx \ast \Sigma yz)/\text{det}
\] (6)

\[
N = [a, b, 1]^T
\] (7)

To prevent failure in obtaining normal plane, z component should be assumed to be a non-zero value. The same process is repeated for the non-zero x component and non-zero y component also. Using N vector from the biggest det value as direction. Orientation axis can be calculated by predicting the probable orientation, up. In case z component is the non-zero value, y axis <0, 1, 0> will be the probable orientation axis. Then apply (8) to calculate the real orientation axis, V.

\[
V = up - (\frac{\text{up} \cdot N}{\text{N}}) \ast N
\] (8)

After finding the UVN coordinate, a transformation process can be done using (9). u, v and w are coefficients of U, V, N axis. x, y, and z are coefficients on X, Y, and Z axis.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    u & v & w & 1
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    x & y & z & 1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    e_{1,1} & e_{1,2} & e_{1,3} & 0 \\
    e_{2,1} & e_{2,2} & e_{2,3} & 0 \\
    e_{3,1} & e_{3,2} & e_{3,3} & 0 \\
    e_{4,1} & e_{4,2} & e_{4,3} & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\] (9)

Cramer’s Rule is a determinant-based procedure that is used to solve systems of equations without solving all unknown variables. Cramer’s Rule allows u, v, w directly calculated using these following vector equations shown in (14). By solving u, v and w variables, all e values on the transformation matrix on (9) can be obtained.

\[
D = U \cdot (V \times N)
\] (10)

\[
D_1 = \hat{v} \cdot (V \times N)
\] (11)

\[
D_2 = U \cdot (\hat{v} \times N)
\] (12)
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into 128 nodes of fully connected layer. We use cross-entropy loss function because we need a probabilistic result. We use 14 nodes for the final layer as the number of gesture shape classes.

2.4. VR application scheme

To implement in VR-based application, we developed a client-server networking scheme as shown in Figure 5. The training part is implemented using python with Keras. The same capturing image implementation as in the client part is used to capture the dataset images. After finishing the training, the weight of that model will be stored on the server and can be accessed by the VR game Content. In the client part, as the application doing loops, the hand controller sensor will capture the user’s hand movement and be sent to the server. The server will generate a 2D binary image of the gesture, input it to the density-based CNN and get the prediction. The prediction result will be sent to the client and shown in the application as a response for the user.

![Figure 5. Client-server networking scheme](image)

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In our experiments, we use 7000 gesture images as the dataset, 4900 for training and 2100 for testing. The goal of our experiment is to measure how far our pipeline suits the problem well. Some excellences of our model are pyramid size kernel applied on CNN layers to avoid blank block pixel contributing in the next layers, remove max-pooling layers and replaced them with convolution stride 3, using binary images dataset, not grayscale image dataset like LeNet 5. Evaluate how suitable the number of layers and number of feature maps of each layer in the CNN part.

We run our model with 600 epochs and 128 images per batch. Comparing our model with LeNet-5 as benchmark model, measuring whether using our pyramid size kernel better than same size kernel for all convolution layers, using three layers in CNN part better than a deeper model, using that number of feature maps on our model’s CNN is suitable with our problem well and whether the same model running on grayscale images will make a difference. To obtain grayscale images, we modified our dataset by blurring them using a gaussian blur.

Comparison accuracy between density-based CNN run on binary images, grayscale images and using same size kernels, using deeper layers and applying a fewer number of feature maps and with our benchmark model, LeNet 5 is described in Table 1. Figure 6 shows detail information about the exact value from epoch 30 until 600 with 30 epochs increases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epoch # of the highest accuracy</th>
<th>LeNet 5</th>
<th>deep layer model</th>
<th>same size kernel</th>
<th>fewer feature maps</th>
<th>density-based CNN</th>
<th>grayscale image input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highest accuracy</td>
<td>0.963333</td>
<td>0.968000</td>
<td>0.971333</td>
<td>0.951000</td>
<td>0.977333</td>
<td>0.976000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From Figure 6 and Table 1 we can see that using a deeper layer (7 layers) model, the highest accuracy achieved in 90 epochs. It considered the fastest process but it did not gain the highest accuracy. Using the same size kernel on the CNN part or grayscale images can reach high accuracy in 180 epochs. Slower process, better accuracy but still lower than ours. Compare with those models and our density-based CNN model, LeNet 5 which used max-pooling layers reach the lowest accuracy. Using a fewer number of feature maps got the lowest accuracy among others.

![Accuracy comparison among several models](image)

Figure 6. Accuracy comparison among several models

4. CONCLUSION

Pyramid kernel size works better on binary images than on grayscale images even though our model needed more epochs to get higher accuracy. Since binary images have ‘blank block pixel’ and ‘single-pixel thickness’ characteristics, layers with pyramid kernel size and large stride convolution in the first layer accommodated binary images better than max pooling layer (LeNet 5) because they prevent the ‘blank block pixel’ contributes to the feature maps.

Our pipeline is able to achieve higher accuracy with more epoch than other compared models. Even though other models can achieve their highest accuracy before 300 epochs but got the accuracy decrease after 300 epochs. While our model still got promising increase accuracy after 300 epochs. Binary images versus grayscale or RBG images is not the only reason. Our proposed model suitable for simple various information (only two values), less density image, sparse dots, and unambiguous content image datasets. In this case, transformed ‘drawing in the air’-like gesture into 2D images considered as a suitable choice. The only limitation in our system is its lack of sequence information of the gesture because we transformed them into 2D images. For further physical treatment application that needs to train gestures based on their different order of gesture but come out similar 2D images mapping, input sequence gesture will solve that matter better than the input image.

Our proposed networking scheme with gesture classification pipeline can be used generally as long it receives 3D points cloud as input. These 3D points give information about the body’s joint movement. Several gesture controllers for VR such as leap motion, kinect and HTC vive support our system with 3D point information. Later, applying the transfer learning scheme, preserve the weight of the CNN part and retrain only the fully connected layers, our density-based CNN with CNN layers using pyramid kernel size will be compatible with other similar datasets.
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